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Suggested Format for Data Input to
the System





In March 1973 the Construction Engineering Research
Laboratory (CERL), U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, contracted
with the Library Research Center (LRC) , University of Illinois,
to test various methods of combining information from archi-
tecture and allied fields with data from the social sciences.
At the outset of the project, CERL hoped to establish an in-
formation system based on the concept of a relationship sentence,
a sentence which would state the degree of relationship or
correlation between environmental and behavioral variables.
(See Appendix I) Design of the system was to incorporate
2
suggestions made by Lane, a consultant hired by CERL to review
existing indexing tools and recommend methods for the proposed
CERL system. It was understood that initial users of the infor-
mation system would be researchers in the architecture branch
at CERL, and in the future the system might be made available
to other allied professionals. This report will outline work
David L. Dressel and Roger L. Brauer. Initial report on
systemizing information to identify and relate behavioral and
physical design parameters^, Construction Engineering Research
Laboratory, March 1973, 5 p.
2
Nancy Lane. An evaluation of architectural information
systems
.
Construction Engineering Research Laboratory, February,
1973, 160 pp.

done by the Library Research Center on the project, at each
stage detailing objectives, procedures, and conclusions, and
recommend an alternative format for an information system in




A. Ob i e c t i ve : to identify available literature sources on
behavior and physical design and to recoininend an optimal search
procedure
.
B. Procedure : During the period between March 1 and
March 31, 1973, approximately 75 journals and 20 indexing and
abstracting services were scanned for content relating to the
relationship between human behavior and physical design. These
materials all fell in the broad areas of architecture, engineer-
ing, and the social sciences. The journals and indexes for the
years 1970-71 were first examined, followed by a review of
current literature. In the few journals which were found to
contain relevant materials, volumes published prior to 1970
were examined for pertinent articles.
The list of journals surveyed was divided into three
groups: (1) journals which contained enough pertinent material
to justify regular frequent searching; (2) journals which
contained only occasional reports of relevance and which should
be checked at less frequent intervals; and (3) journals which
did not contain enough material to warrant routine searching.
Indexes and abstracting services were also divided into two

groups depending on their usefulness. A complete list of these
journals and reference sources appears in Appendix II.
In the first two weeks of July, 1973, a literature search
was undertaken to check the validity of the journal recommenda-
tions made. The journals were checked for articles pertaining
to the built environment and human behavior, and the results
of this search are shown in Appendix III. In an additional
attempt to locate sources of relevant reports, about 15 uni-
versity groups and other organizations involved in human
environmental design research were contacted.
C. Conclusions : It was found that this is a relatively
new area in which little research data or practical applica-
tions have been recorded. Thus, most articles tend to empha-
size either the behavioral or the physical aspect of design
rather than both. Some areas of research, such as ergonomics,
environmental psychology, and architectural psychology, have
recently begun to investigate the relationships between the
two. The results of these investigations tend to fall mostly
into the classification of theory with a lesser number dealing
with documented research. This is a field which is expanding.
The more recent issues contained the most useful materials.

In most cases it was more fruitful to scan the journals
themselves than to attempt to locate the desired articles
through an indexing route. Indexing terms vary from index to
index and because of the newness of the field usable narrow
terms have not been developed to facilitate such a search. A
number of very broad terms must be chosen and the desired
materials selected from the listings. Much less time was re-
quired by going to the publications themselves. As the research
in this area becomes more sophisticated, the indexing terms in
reference tools should reflect more closely the area of
interest. If indexes are frequently used, search terms for
each of the most useful indexes and abstracts should be developed.
From our findings, it can be said that there exists at
this time a core of about 23 journals which would keep an
architect aware of the research in this field. Eleven of
these were indicated as most relevant. Beyond this core are
about 19 journals which might infrequently contain articles of
importance. From observations on the amount of material in
the last months, it would seem that in the near future
relevant material will increase considerably. Thus, a mechanism
for continued alertness to new journals and state-of-the-art
tools should be considered in the development of an information
system.

6Since the area under consideration is growing there may
be as much research-in-progress as there is published re-
search. Lists of publications and other correspondence from
the research groups which were contacted indicated that these
groups were a valuable source of information.

II. stage 2
A. Objective : to assess the feasibility of using the
3
relationship sentence structure as proposed by CERL as the
basis for an information retrieval system for environmental
and behavioral data.
4
B. Procedure : The previously mentioned review by Lane
of architectural information systems as applied to the pro-
posed CERL system briefly discussed several ways in which a
relationship sentence concept might be implemented. LRC ob-
tained two critiques of the Lane paper by specialists in the
5 6
field, Rees and Baer. In addition, LRC staff members met
with computer specialists at the Digital Computer Laboratory
(DCL) , University of Illinois, to discuss the advantages and
disadvantages of processing an information system based on the
relationship sentence.
C. Conclusions : Both reviewers agreed that the Lane
discussion quite adequately presented a state-of-the-art survey,
but pointed out shortcomings of the paper as strong support
David L. Dressel and Roger L. Brauer, op. cit .
4
Nancy Lane, op. cit .
Alan M. Rees. Critique of "An Evaluation of Architectural
Information Systems" by Nancy D. Lane , Case Western Reserve
University, 1973, 5pp.
Karl A. Baer. Critique of: Nancy D. Lane, An Evaluation
of Architectural Information Systems, 1973, 7pp.

8for the CERL relationship sentence concept. Rees states that,
"The discussion of the proposed CERL relational sentence system
is not very clear . . . does not adequately define the nature
of the system . . . fails to apply the evidence presented
7
earlier ... to the design of the CERL system. Baer con-
cludes that the Lane report "... does not provide sufficient
gbasis for an adoption of the system suggested for CERL."
The DCL consultants advised giving up the idea of the
relationship sentence as the basis for system development.
CERL had wanted to input a complete sentence, have the user
make information requests in sentence form, and match
sentences for output. The computer specialists supported the
LRC view that input into the system should be accessed by key-
words rather than complete relationship sentences. Such an
approach would enable the user to retrieve more materials
pertinent to his inquiry, since single terms rather than
sentences would have to be matched.
7
Alan M. Rees, op. cit . , pp. 1-2
Q
Karl A. Baer, op. cit . , p. 7.

III. stage 3
A. Objective : to consider the relationship sentence
structure as a basis for generating an indexing vocabulary for
the proposed information system.
B. Procedure : CERL had suggested that some reports
might be entered into the system by the users themselves (CERL
research personnel, practicing architects) . A researcher
might take a document he had found useful and construct a
relationship sentence from its content for direct entry into
the system. LRC concluded that before such a procedure was
justified, an indexing study should be done to determine how
well inexperienced indexers were able to understand and use
the relationship sentence structure.
After testing several alternatives, a final indexing
format was produced. A group of 14 undergraduate and graduate
students were hired as indexers. This group included:
2 anthropology undergraduates (seniors)
2 architecture fifth-year students
2 library science graduate students
2 linguistics graduate students
1 engineering undergraduate (senior)
1 philosophy undergraduate (senior)
2 psychology undergraduates (seniors)
2 urban planning undergraduates (seniors)
The students from library science were chosen for their
knowledge of indexing procedures; the students from philosophy
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and linguistics for their ability to read for logical and/or
semantic problems; the students in the other disciplines were
chosen for their social science, architectural, or engineering
backgrounds.
The documents to be indexed were 30 articles from
academic or professional journals which had been selected by
CERL from a larger number provided by LRC. (See Appendix IV)
The criteria for selection by CERL were: (1) the inclusion of
hard data as opposed to theoretical speculation; (2) exact
specification of relationships between environmental and
behavioral variables; and (3) potential relevance to future
building projects.
Two evening indexing sessions, lasting from two to three
hours each, were held. The 30 articles were divided into the
general areas of psychology, architecture, and engineering.
Each student was given five articles to index. Students in the
same discipline (e.g., architecture, anthropology), were given
some of the same articles so that indexing consistency by
persons in the same discipline could be checked. Also, students
in different fields were given identical articles to check for
indexing consistency across disciplines. To investigate
comprehension outside a student's discipline, each was given
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several articles on topics related to the general information
needs of the system about which they presumably had no prior
training or information. When possible, each student was given
two articles in his own field to index.
The packet of materials which each student received
contained: (1) a list defining the relationship terms (see
Appendix V); (2) an example of a completed relationship form
(see Appendix V); (3) a two-page sheet for indexing identical
to the sample; and (4) xerox copies of five different articles.
The indexers were asked to extract keywords from each
document and to state the contents of the report in the form
of a relationship sentence and complete English sentences.
This procedure was to serve several purposes: (1) pinpoint
main concepts contained in the article; (2) generate terms for
later compilation into a demonstration thesaurus; and (3) or-
ganize information in articles to tie into the relationship
structure.
Keywords were grouped by the students under four main
headings adapted from the relationship structure: activity,
type of facility, user(s), and design considerations. A
miscellaneous "other" column was to provide space for pertinent
terms which for one reason or another might not fit into the
more specific categories. The relationship structure was
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filled in after keyword lists were compiled. Students were
also asked to form complete English sentences from the relation-
ship terms. This was felt to be necessary since the logic of
the relationship terms did not always seem apparent from
reading terms out of sentence context. All students were
interviewed after indexing. They were questioned about keyword
selection, the relationship structure, and general reaction to
the indexing procedure.
C. Conclusions : Results of the indexing study . In the
first session students needed over an hour, on the average,
to read and index an article. However, at the second session
the same process took 30 to 40 minutes. This time can be
broken down as follows: 20 minutes to read an article;
5 minutes to list keywords; 10 minutes for filling in the
relationship structure. The reduction in indexing time can
be attributed to several factors: (1) the students became
familiar with indexing techniques, and (2) reading for
relationships became less frustrating. Some students, however,
never became speedy and accurate indexers. This failure
seemed to be due to two factors: (1) some could not read and
extract precise concepts, and (2) some were unable to under-
stand the entire process, especially the section relating to
the construction of relationship sentences.
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In interviews following the indexing sessions, all stu-
dents stated that they had the least problems identifying and
listing keywords. However, the relationship structure pre-
sented consistent problems. The students reported that their
subject backgrounds helped them index the materials. All
stated that the most difficult articles were those dealing
with areas unfamiliar to them. None had any previous indexing
experience, but felt that with practice they could be trained
to do an accurate job of indexing by keywords.
General considerations . Based on the results of the
indexing study as well as LRC experience, some conclusions on
the feasibility of using the relationship sentence structure
to generate vocabulary for the CERL system were drawn.
1. Some articles in this field often do not lend themselves
to the relationship structure. Articles of this type
include: (a) studies with inconclusive results; (b) technical
papers which convey information that does not relate to
people per se , mostly in the engineering areas; and
(c) papers of a theoretical nature, important to an under-
standing of the role of people in the built environment




2. Either the experimental design or the results of some
studies were inadequate. Some of the student indexers
were of the opinion that it was intellectually dishonest
to put these relationships into the sentence format.
3. Complex problems and behaviors often cannot be expressed
in one- or two-w3rd terms or even in several relationship
sentences.
4. The columns of words in the CERL format for organizing
relationships did not make the logic of the information
immediately comprehensible. A complete English sentence
seemed necessary to the students for understanding concept
relationships.
5. Relationships expressed in either numbers or plus/minus
signs are often meaningless out of context.
6. Terms governing relationships in the sentence structure
are vague. It is not always apparent where keyword terms
should be placed. Should it be physical characteristics or
constraints/physical; covert/overt categorization is also
difficult to determine in some formal behavioral studies.
(In a study on seating arrangement, is the overt behavior
eating or sitting? Is the covert behavior sitting or




7- The CERL format is designed for behavioral studies of a
very specific nature. Given the breadth of literature
potentially relevant to human needs and architectural
design, the relationship structure is not sufficiently
pliable
.
8. If inexperienced indexers are to be used in the long run
for indexing and updating a data base, they should be
trained carefully. Research tends to indicate that there
is no substantial difference in consistency between
experienced and inexperienced indexers, especially when an
9
indexing aid (e.g., dictionary, thesaurus), is employed.
9. Results of the indexing study indicate that a viable
alternative to the relationship structure itself must be
developed.
9E. C. Bryant, D. W. King and P. J. Terragno. Analysis of an
indexing and retrieval experiment for the organometallic file
of the U.S. Patent Office . Denver: Westat Research Analysts, Inc.,




A. Obj ective : to pinpoint the needs of CERL on some
important dimensions for planning and design of the proposed
information system.
B. Procedure : At this point in the project it seemed
necessary for LRC, based on the goals of CERL, to attempt to
specify several considerations in system design. A question-
naire to determine the needs of potential system users at CEFIL
was developed. (See Appendix VI)
Considerations
:
1. Type of ultimate user.
2. Type of immediate user.
3. Characteristics of file collection:
a. current and expected size.
b. rate of growth.
c. variety and complexity of subject content.
d. format of file materials.
4. Complexity and required accuracy of searches to be
conducted.
a. current awareness of new developments.
b. comprehensive retrospective searches on past work.
5. Number of searches expected and required response time,
5. Resources available for developing the system, con-
version of backlog material to a new system, and
method of information display.
7. Procedure for system maintenance.
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C. Conclusions : During this phase in the development of
the CERL system, to date definitive answers to these stated





A. Objective : to develop a list of keywords in the environ-
mental psychology field preliminary to the organization of the
vocabulary.
B. Procedure : When the results of LRC work indicated
that the relationship sentence structure could not serve as
the basis for an effective CERL system, a decision was made
with CERL to investigate other possibilities. The conceptualiza-
tion of exploratory work on a classified thesaurus of terms
is evident from the following excerpt from a report by LRC to
CERL in May, 1973:
As no thesaurus presently exists which com-
bines terms from both the social sciences and
architecture and allied fields (including environ-
mental studies) a thesaurus needs to be compiled.
This thesaurus would be derived from the cate-
gories formed out of the key word categories. The
prototype thesaurus would be generated from terms
indexed from the thirty articles used in the in-
dexing study. Since the eventual goal of the
project is a computerized data base for informa-
tion searching, this classified thesaurus could
be used as an aid in searching on a variant of
the relationship structure. A thesaurus coded to
the categories of user, activity, facility and
design considerations would retain the vocabulary
distinctions necessary and still allow searching
on combinations of main terms. In essence, people
could search on those relationships which are of
interest to them, instead of searching for pre-set
relationships as they exist in the relationship
structure as it now stands. -'-'-'
10
Olga Wise. Letter report #3; progress on the human
needs/design information system for the month of May, 1973
,
Library Research Center, May 1973, p. 5.
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An expanded discussion of the necessity for vocabulary control
in any information system and some guidelines for thesaurus
development in this subject area are contained in Appendix VII.
As an initial attempt to define the scope of the
vocabulary in the literature relating environmental and
behavioral variables, we went back to the original data from
the indexing study. Ignoring distinctions asked for in the
indexing forms (e.g., keyword lists, relationship sentences),
the indexing reports of the 30 sample documents were viewed
as a source for natural language use of environmental
psychology concepts. From these forms, we extracted a list of
keywords and phrases that subjects in the indexing study had
used for describing the contents of the literature.
The keywords and corresponding document numbers were
keypunched and two master lists were generated by a simple
computer program: (1) an alphabetical listing of all words
and phrases with their associated document numbers, and
(2) under each document number an alphabetical list of all
terms associated with that document. (See Appendix VIII)
In addition, using the IBM Documentation Package, a pilot KWIC
(Keyword-In-Context) index was done on the first seven docu-
ments used in the original indexing study. (See Appendix IX)
Although typically a KWIC index is done on titles of articles
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as a bibliographical reference tool, we indexed by keyword
along with titles all other keywords and phrases in the master
list. The purpose of this type of KWIC index here was to
explore the usefulness in thesaurus construction of rotating
•keyword phrases. For example, in a natural language indexing
format the phrase high-rise housing might appear, but there is
always a chance that the more general term housing may not be
included in a keyword listing unless some type of efficient
word inversion technique is utilized.
C. Conclusion : We found that the range of vocabulary
extracted from 30 documents was not large enough to serve as
the basis for developing a comprehensive thesaurus. As can be
seen in the keyword lists, each document supplied, to a large
extent, a unique set of terms. Stated another way, as the
number of documents indexed increased up to the limit of 30,
the number of keywords continued to increase linearly, never
reaching an asymptotic level. It is difficult to predict how
many reports would have to be included before this field was
covered broadly enough to allow organization of the vocabulary.
This shortcoming of the study, however, does not imply
that the procedures followed--extraction of terms by indexing,
mechanical manipulation of keyword lists, and use of a KWIC
index to rotate terms--are not useful preliminary steps in the




A. Objective : to explore ways of organizing environ-
mental and behavioral terms into a useful thesaurus for the
CERL information system.
B. Procedure : In order to decide on the most appropriate
structure for organizing a thesaurus, many types of subject
classification methods were reviewed. A good discussion of
several classification systems can be found in the book by
Lancaster, Vocabulary Control for Information Retrieval and
12
in the paper by Lane. One existing thesaurus that we relied
on as an example was the Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors used in
13
the field of education.
Our basic approach toward organizing environmental and
behavioral terms was to construct hierarchies of words that
could later be translated into a BT (broader term) , NT
(narrower term), RT (related term), etc., format. This
vocabulary control convention is discussed more fully in
F. W. Lancaster. Vocabulary control for information
retrieval
, Washington, D.C.: Information Resources Press,
1972, pp. 38-69.
12
Nancy Lane, op. cit .
13
Thesaurus of ERIC descriptors
.























A control card would be generated for each term appearing in the
hierarchy, specifying the relationship of the principal term to
other terms on the same level and to the terms on the levels
above and below. To take the example of the term apartment












This pilot procedure was followed for a wide variety of keyword
terms in the subject area.
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C. Conclusion : Our basic conclusion from this stage of
the project was that the development of a thesaurus based on
hierarchies relating both environmental and behavioral concepts
would be extremely difficult, if not impossible.
(1) The vocabulary relating to the built environment
extracted from the architectural literature was relatively
straightforward. There is little difficulty in defining the
scope of terms such as house , concrete , or window and construct-
ing hierarchies composed solely of environmental terms, as
shown in the previous housing hierarchy example.
(2) Pi behavioral term such as privacy, comfort, or
proxemics, however, often derives its meaning from the context
in which it is used. In addition, the relationship existing
between terms such as privacy and comfort are not necessarily
self-evident and should be based on established research find-
ings. For these reasons, hierarchies of psychological and
behavioral terms were difficult to develop.
(3) When an attempt is made to link concepts from the
built environment with behavioral concepts in a hierarchy,
the difficulty is compounded. Designers of and dwellers in
the built environment are aware that relationships such as
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those, for example, between windows and privacy do exist.
However, the compilation of a vocabulary linking these
behaviors and architectural terms for indexing and searching
cannot be based on intuition, but rather must be constructed
from a tested and proven model of these relationships. It
would be unacceptably presumptuous to go ahead and make the
assumptions required for such hierarchical relationships at





A. Objective : to investigate methods for the operation
of the information system, primarily information access through
the use of keywords.
B. Procedure : A manual system using edge-notched cards
was explored for use in the initial phases of the CERL system.
In the adaptation of such a system for the purposes of CERL,
bibliographic information and/or an abstract of a report or
journal article would be contained on the face of the card.
The special cards have holes around the edges, and each keyword
in the system could be assigned to a unique hole. When a
given keyword is related to the subject matter, the cor-
responding hole is notched to the edge. After checking a
master list of keywords and their corresponding hole codes, a
system user inserts a sorting rod into the appropriate hole
and the document cards on which that keyword is indicated and
notched fall out. One card can accommodate over 100 primary
keywords (ex: housing ) and over 100 associated keywords
(ex: housing types ) . If space for additional keywords is
needed, as likely in the CERL system, additional decks of
«
cards with different keyword sets and codes can be created.
As an alternative to a manual system, brief experimenta-
tion was done on the PLORTS system (Digital Computer Laboratory,
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University of Illinois) , a time sharing system with a text-
14
editing routine. In addition, a publication by Roistacher
which suggests some criteria to be used in making comparisons
between text-handling software systems was reviewed.
C. Conclusion : Since a definite decision on the
structure of the CERL information system has not been made, a
firm recommendation of a manual vs. a computerized system
cannot be presented at this time. It is our tentative view,
however, that a manual system designed to include the entire
spectrum of relationships between behavioral and environmental
variables would be somewhat clumsy. Since at most about 200
system keywords can be accommodated on an edge-notched card,
many decks of cards could be required. On the other hand, if
a computerized system were used, the type of input-output
required by the proposed system should be relatively simple
if an already existing text-manipulating program were employed.
This is only speculative, however, and future changes may
indicate a manual approach.
14
Richard C. Roistacher. On-line computer text processing :
a tutorial , Urbana, Illinois: Center for Advanced Computation,




Rationale for the Proposed System
As the documented history of this CERL project indicates
and as the experience of the Library Research Center over the
past months shows, to date it has not been possible to develop
a comprehensive information system relating behavioral and
design variables. We feel lack of more rapid progress can be
traced to one basic problem: the development of an information
retrieval system for literature and the systematization of the
environmental psychology field have been pursued as a single
objective . Both the previous effort to use the relationship
sentence concept and our attempt to develop a thesaurus of
terms that would hierarchically relate environmental design
concepts suffered from such an aggregate approach.
Systematization of the field and access to relevant in-
formation could only be accomplished in a single step if all
necessary research had been done to determine the effects of
all important design features on an authoritative spectrum of
hiaman needs and behaviors. Obviously this is not the case,
and to continue to attempt solution of the problems of informa-
tion retrieval and specification of relationships between
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variables concurrently would require such unwarranted assump-
tions as to make any end product useless.
The solution, as we see it, is to proceed in a step-wise
fashion. Just as useful relationships between behavioral and
environmental variables can only be derived from careful re-
search, the development of access terms for an information
retrieval system can best be accomplished from existing re-
search literature. Only as the data base for the system we
propose enlarges can the controlled vocabulary for information
retrieval be developed.
The Proposed System
The basic unit of the information system should be actual
research results rather than simply a bibliographic reference
to lead the user to a journal article, report, or book. The
primary access terms will be derived from the variables related
in research results entered in the system, although other
related terms will of course be included to direct the user to
the information desired.
The contents of the system . For each research result
entered in the system, the following is a list of suggested
types of information (see Figure 1) that should be available
when an access term or terms is called for.
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1. Factor or factors investigated : the variable or
variables represented by the input data. Usually these will
be the terms by which the data is accessed. Examples: inter-
personal distance, seating behavior, furniture arrangement.
The system should be equipped to output all information on one
factor or on any subset of factors.
2. Results : the data itself. In some cases, this will
be numerical data, as for example the actual average seating
distance between subjects observed in a dining hall. In other
cases, a simple sentence stating a relationship between the
variables studied would be output; for example, that black
subjects tend to seat themselves closer together than white
subjects in a dining hall. The most specific type of result
available in the research report, actual data as opposed to a
sentence summary of the relationship, should be preferred.
3. Research Method : a brief description of the method
used to obtain the data. Examples: observation at ten-minute
intervals of every third table in a dining hall, semantic
differential ratings of line drawings of rooms, personal
interviews.
4. Subjects : the population from which the data were
gathered. Examples: army enlisted men, college sophomores,
army dependent children, housewives.
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5. Location : the place where the research was conducted.
This information would be more critical for some types of
research than for others. Examples: dining hall of an army-
officers' club, recreation room at a mental hospital, univer-
sity classroom.
6. Type of statistical analysis : the method employed to
analyze the data reported. Examples: chi-square analysis,
analysis of variance, t-test.
7. Results of statistical analysis : the numerical results
2
of the statistical method employed. Examples: X =3.21,
F=25.73, t=2.83.
8. Significance level of statistical analysis : the
statistical confidence level of the data obtained. Examples:
p<.005, p<:.01, p<.10. In some cases, where no test of sig-
nificance or reliability is reported, a simple sentence will
be supplied. For example, if the data were analyzed by a
principal components factor analysis with varimax rotation, it
might be stated that the factor in question was the factor that
accounted for the most variance.
9. Notes restricting interpretation of the data : critical
comments to limit the applicability of the research findings.
Examples would be problems with the experimental design, an
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alternative explanation of the relationship described,
questions of the applicability of the findings to a military
setting.
10. Bibliographic reference information : either a
complete citation of the article, report, or book from which
the data vere obtained and an indication of the physical loca-
tion of the actual document or simply a document access
number which could lead the user to more complete bibliographic
information if desired. Example: Doe, John. A study of the
effects of preferences in interpersonal distance on seating
behavior. Journal of Proxemics , 2:1, September 1973, 110-115,
CERL Library or Document #119.
The development of the system . An information retrieval
system equipped to output the type of specific information
described above will require a great amount of effort and
expertise to develop. The necessary steps for system develop-
ment are described below. (See Figure 2 for an outline of
the proposed system.)
1. Literature search . The first step will be to locate
and obtain copies of all documents from which data might
















and lengthy searches of indexes to literature, relevant
journals, and books. In addition, contacts with other groups
actively engaged in research in environmental psychology
should be maintained to keep abreast of forthcoming publica-
tions. As stated, previous work done by LRC will be of help
here, since a list of journals most likely to be of use has
been compiled (see Appendix II), and initial contacts with a
number of research groups have been made.
For efficient literature searching it will be necessary
for CERL to attempt to define the content areas of greatest
interest. It may be possible at the outset to eliminate
certain types of research. For example, if a study of wall
color preferences is found which compares the color
preferences of subjects high and low on a given personality
trait, such as hypochondria, and contains no general results,
the data could perhaps be excluded from further processing at
this stage by a trained searcher. As a general rule, only
data which can eventually be translated into design recommenda-
tions should be included.
2. Data evaluation. One reason we recommend that the
proposed information system be developed at the level of data
rather than the level of the document is that a research report
often contains several types of results or even results of
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several different experiments. By entering discrete data into
the system, separate evaluation of each conclusion reported
is possible. Without elaboration here, the obvious should be
pointed out. Any data input to the system must be derived
from good research--adequate experimental design, appropriate
statistical analysis, and proper interpretation of the results,
Such criteria become particularly important in view of the
objectives of CERL to apply these research results in actual
recommendations to architects. As suggested previously, not
only criteria for the quality of the data but also criteria
to define the content of the information will be necessary in
order that output of greatest usefulness to CERL be available
as soon as possible.
3. Thesaurus construction and maintenance
. A central
element in the information system must be the terms by which
data are indexed, a thesaurus of terms in which words or
phrases are standardized. Since our attempts to structure
concepts in the environmental psychology literature a. priori
failed, we recommend that the thesaurus develop as the system
itself develops. As data is entered into the system, terms
will be entered into the thesaurus.
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The diagram of the proposed system (Figure 2) illustrates
that the thesaurus is the central link between the user and the
information. To develop a useful thesaurus, several steps are
recommended:
a. An authoritative list of broad terms that
covers the field should be developed. There are terms which
are so general that they may not actually appear in all of the
specific research reports to which they are relevant. Examples
might be proxemics , ergonomics, psychology, behavior.
This list of generic terms would not be entered into the
system at the outset but only when suggested by data from a
specific research report. Because of their ubiquitous nature,
however, these terms would become a part of the system quite
rapidly.
The list of broad terms would serve as a good reference
for the indexer, who would make the decision to index informa-
tion by a broad term in addition to the specific terms generated
by the data. This method would give the system the capability
of outputting all data in the system under a very general
category, ex: proxemics. While extensive content analysis
could uncover frequently used broad terms, it seems quite
possible that a fairly definitive list could be developed by
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brainstorming with the help of broad categories used in in-
formation retrieval systems in this area.
b. Specific terms should be assigned to data
using the categories of Figure 1 (factors investigated,
results, methods, etc.) as a guide. The vocabulary should
be standardized on all dimensions in order that a researcher
interested in, for example, all data on dining halls (a
location) would be able to retrieve such information. The
indexer will use the thesaurus as it develops to assign con-
sistently terms to new entries into the system and to decide
when references from one term to another should be made in
the thesaurus.
c. At some point in thesaurus development,
the potential users of the system, CERL personnel as well as
practicing architects, should be surveyed to find out which
terms they consider primary and which terms secondary. They
could be given a list of terms in their area of expertise and
asked to rate how likely they would be to look up information
under each of the terms. More information is needed on the
research interests of the potential users, and the question-
naire developed by LRC to be given to users should be ad-
ministered. (See Appendix VI)
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Implementation and Use of the System
At this point we are assuming that the CERL system will
utilize some type of interactive computer terminal with access
to a text-handling capability. Figure 1 again shows a general
sample of the format such input might take, as well as the way
the information might look when output to the user- Of course,
pretests of available text-handling systems should be made by
CERL before final commitment to one system is made.
In addition to pretesting the mechanical aspects of the
system, we recommend that a well-defined content area within
the field of environmental psychology be selected for an in-
tensive pilot study. The topic should be one on which a great
deal of information is available and which would be of most
immediate help to Army building projects that are getting
underway.
Since the primary objectives of the CERL system is to
provide design guidelines to architects and builders, perhaps
such guidelines could evolve coincident with system develop-
ment. Ideally, recommendations should be made after a great
body of overlapping data is in the system to provide an
opportunity for replication and validation. However, given
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time constraints, perhaps each bit of data input to the system
should be checked at the outset for design implications and
such implications stated as part of the output. This would
insure that data irrelevant for the purposes of the system
would not be input, and, more importantly, would speed up the
compilation of usable design recommendations. In this manner,
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ABSTRACT
This preliminary report summarizes progress to date on development of an infor-
mation system to service the identification and classification of human needs in the
military facility. The system will he used to develop inl\)rniation for design decisions. At
present, behavioral and design theories have been reviewed, and have played an important
part in formulating the pilot information system. The system is responsive to the require-
ments of both the researcher and the designer, with data categorized and translated
through the "relationship sentence." Amenable to computer input, storage and data
retrieval, the relationship sentence is a statement of relation between constraints, user
activities, and physical characteristics. The structure of the relationship sentence is
thouglit to be complete enough for easy gathering of data from existing studies, yet
sufficiently flexible to allow categorization of behavioral data in varying degrees of ex-
plicitness. The output from the system is intended to be compatible with developing
computer-aided design programs, if not an integral part of such programs.
Discussed in this report is the structure and function of the information system, its
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INITIAL REPORT ON SYSTEMIZING INFORMATION
TO IDENTIFY AND RELATE BEHAVIORAL AND
PHYSICAL DESIGN PARAMETERS
1 INTRODUCTION
Purpose. This report summarizes the progress lo dale
on the development of a system to identify and classify
human needs. The system, whieli will be used in the
development of design informalion for military facili-
ties, is intended to help define Ihe relationships he-
tween the needs of Army personnel and the design of
physical spaces and environmental features for their
facilities. Although this system is primarily in support
of the Corps of Engineers building design process, il
may have value to designers outside ilie Corps.
Background. In the past, the designer's main concern
in creating a functional environment consisted of en-
vironmental control systems, spatial allocation, and an
awareness of aesthetics. Any human-needs oriented
design criteria which helped shape the environment
were usually introduced as a product of the designer's
experience. Recently, however, such criteria have conic
to the forefront of environmental design, resulting in a
tremendous and growing volume ol disorgaiii/.ed,
un-ordered data. If this data and the benefits resulting
from its use are to be utili/,cd, an inlormation system is
needed to organize, order (in the sense of ideiititying
relationships between data bits), and disseminate the
data.
At the outset of this investigation it was agreed
that there were two basic criteria to which the infor-
mation system would have to respond:
1. It would have to serve as a design tool by stor-
ing and ordering user-based criteria from which design
decisions or criteria could be formulated.
2. It would have to serve as a research tool, indi-
cating to the researcher where "gaps" exisi in accumu-
lated data.
Initially, a solution to this problem seemed lo be a
tri-variate matrix, accounting for the three major di-
mensions; "needs," (e.g. as in Murray' ) "activities" and
"jihysical characteristics." It was, however, necessary
lo abandon (his plan because the "needs" dimension
was unrealislic, and the matrix format proved awkward
when inter-relating and translating data for design use.
An extensive literature investigation on the topic
of human needs indicated that ( 1 ) theorists differ wide-
ly on classifications and definitions of needs, and (2)
needs, per sc, cannot be measured, but merely inferred
Irom, or used to label, measurable human behaviors.^
The concept of human needs is, therefore, of little use
lor either the organizational framework or classifi-
cation scheme of the information system. If behaviors
(overt and covert) are dealt with directly, the infor-
mation system can be made more operational, and
compatible with established and rigorous behavioral
research. At the same time, the data is more explicit if
actual behaviors are referred to, rather than some in-
ferred "human need." This position does not wholly
endorse the behavjorists' world view (e.g., in Skinner^),
nor docs it reject behavioral constructs. It is proposed I
that the information system be designed to store and
'
communicate data from systematic research. It must
be recognized, however, that data derived from be-
havioral research is either implicitly or explicitly
linked with some type of theoretical base. Even the
most rigorous behavioral research is dependent on
theoretical constructs akin to needs; thus it is appropri-
ate that the information system refiect an awareness of
this fact.
2 THE STRUCTURE OF THE
PILOT INFORMATION SYSTEM
Development of the current classification scheme
has been tempered by inputs from several in-house
H. A. Murray, Explorations in Penonalilv (Oxloril UnivcrM-
ty Press, 1938).
(". Alexander and B. Poyner, The Atoms of Environmental
Structure (UnivorsUy of California, Berkeley, 1966).
B. V. Skinner, Science and Human Behavior (Free Press,
1953).

(CERL) sources. These inputs insured that the follow-
ing format was compatible with current work in work
unit 002, "Measurement Techniques to Determine
Architectural Satisfaction of Human Needs in Military
Facilities," with the progress in 89106007, "Computer-
Aided Architectural Design," and with the planned
work unit 003, "Development of Architectural Stand-
ards to Satisfy Human Needs in Mihtary Facilities."
The classification scheme will be used in a pilot study
that will test:
1. Its adequacy for the storage of results of in-
house research efforts and other work reported in the
literature.
2. Its compatibility with the criteria formulation
goals projected for work unit 003, while providing
information for use by others in making design de-
cisions.
3. Its compatibility with "Computer-Aided
Architectural Design," as well as other computerized
design tool systems.
The basic dimensions of categorization are cur-
rently as follows (see Figure 1):
User Group - a "profile" of individuals for whom the
relationship has been shown applicable (e.g.. Army,
volunteers, grades E-2 through E-5).
Constraints - additional factors influencing the activi-
ties, facility, or environment. Such factors include
management requirements (check-in is required upon
entering dining halls), social influences (music choice
has major racial differences), physical environment (Ft.
Leonard Wood is rather isolated), economics (spending
free time away from barracks will cost the soldier more
money than spending it in the barracks).
Facility - general type of facility (e.g. dining).
Area - the functional area within the facility; a "key
station" or spatial area (e.g., "sign-desk" or "latrine").
Activity — observable behavior, or identifiable behavior
and attitudes which can be described as "overt" or
"covert."
Relations - two major relationships are accounted for:
the relationship between overt and covert activities,
and the relationship between "activity" and "physical
characteristics." These relationships may be repre-
sented by a correlation coefficient or, if this data is not
known, merely by a plus or minus sign to indicate a
direct or inverse relationship.
Physical C/iarac7em/icx - environmental elements
which the designer can manipulate (e.g. foot-candles of
light).
3 THE FUNCTION OF THE
PILOT INFORMATION SYSTEM
Once data bits are recognized, coded, and stored in
the computer, a translation program can be utilized to
yield a print-out as illustrated in Figure 1. If the dimen-
sions of categorization are listed in the order depicted,
the print-out will come in the form of "relationship
sentences." Each relationship sentence refiects the
tendency of a particular user group to elicit some spe-
cific behavior, given a specific environmental character-
istic, or set of characteristics. By means of the corre-
lation coefficients (or relation direction indicators),
many relationship sentences can be grouped to suggest
some particular physical setting, i.e., a combination of
many physical characteristics. If correlation coeffi-
cients are known, they may be employed to list the
sentences hierarchically by the degree of correlation
between a physical characteristic and a particular re-
sponse. As the examples in Figure 1 illustrate, not all
dimensions of categorization need be filled by each
data bit for the entry to communicate. This built-in
freedom allows for ready classification and input of
data.
To stimulate research, one could, for example, ac-
cess the system with the knowns of "light" and "din-
ing"; if little data were printed out concerning the rela-
tionships between light and dining, the gap in data
would indicate that particular area might be in need of
research, {or l»COX<it», %. i^O^ ^ iuaaA 4«»*.
It is anticipated that the relationship sentence,
with its clearly defined structure, should enable library
researchers to quickly record the results of relevant
behavioral studies. In this regard, it will probably be
helpful to have some type of source code preceding
each sentence to enable system users to refer to the
original document.
4 REVIEW OF INFORMATION SCIENCE
FOR ARCHITECTURE
CERL has initiated a contract with a consultant in
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y the art" in information system design, and to deter-
^ mine its applicability to the developmental system
described above. This consultant will review types of
information systems and detail their advantages and
disadvantages. Hach type of system will be discussed
with regard to its applicability for inclusK)n of social
and behavioral information about users, and the rela-
tionships between that information and physical char-
acteristics of buildings.
The contract study will also evaluate the current
CERL developmental system, discuss the feasibility of
its use. and attempt to identify its potential problems.
5 RELATIONSHIP TO COMPUTER-AIDED
ARCHITECTURE
The developmental information system is expected
to complement recently developed computer spatial
allocation/arrangement programs. Computer-aided de-
sign programs developed by Perry, Dean and Stewart'*
and by Johnson and Weinzapfel' provide tools for es-
tablishing the relationships between spaces or areas
within a space. The information system proposed by
CERL is structured to allow the input of information
(based on behavioral data) to modify or establish the
parameters of such spatial arrangement programs.
FY 74. To reach this point by the end of the current
fiscal year, the following steps will be taken:
1. The review of standard information system
types which may have architectural applications will be
completed.
2. The above review will be validated by selected
experts.
3. Applicability of an issue-based information
system will be investigated.
4. Compatability checks with spatial-relationship
computer aids will be continued.
5. information systems will be chosen for pilot
testing; data inputs will be performed, and categories
of classification will be developed.
6. A method for managing the collection, input,
and output of information will be developed, as well as
computer programming for input, output, and internal
searching.
7. More sophisticated determinations of relation-
ships in stored data will be explored.
CRITICAL REVIEW
6 EVALUATION AND DEVELOPMENT
Alternative system proposals are expected to be an
outgrowth of the current "state of the art" investi-
gation. The input, storage, and output/translation capa-
bilities of these systems must be evaluated with regard
to their usefulness to the researcher and designer. By
the end of FY 73 (June 30, 1973), a definite plan for
an operational information system will have been
developed that can be implemented on a larger scale in
Enlisted Bachelor Housing: Computer Aided Design Project,
by Perry, Dean and Stewart. Architects & Planners (Depart-
ment uf ttie Army, 1972).
T, E. Jolinson. G. Weinzapfel. et al.. Image: An Interactive
Graphics-Based Computer System for Multi-Constrained
Spatial Synthesis (MIT, 1970).
It is recognized that the proposed information
system must be capable of giving greater definition to
design problems, or be keyed to already well-defined
and recurrent physical, social and psychological design
problems. That is, the system must eventually be able
to help provide designers with criteria and architectural
standards. Foi this reason, the accessing and communi-
cation functions of the information system must be
carefully considered in future work.
In communicating a hierarchy of relationships
based on strength of correlation coefficients, the ques-
tion may arise of whether a physiological relationship
of -H.62 is necessarily less important in the environment
than a relationship of +.81 between a gross motor re-
sponse and a physical characteristic group. When trade-
offs are considered in design, which relationship is
actually more important? This problem is currently
being addressed; one possible solution would be to
have parallel hierarchies listed by discipline.




characteristic on facility users is not only difficult to
determine, it does not sufficiently explain the effect of
the perceived environment. While such an effect is
discernible in a highly controlled experimental setting,
in non-experimental situations several factors (e.g., red
carpet and green walls) usually interact to produce
some effect (e.g., "ugly"). The information system
must llicroforc be able to communicate the effects of
combinations of variables. Several ways of accomplish-
ing this are currently under study.
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ing of data from existing studies, yet sufficiently flexible to allow
categorization of behavioral data in varying degrees of expl icltness. The
output from tne system is intended to be compatible with developing computer-
aided design programs, if not an integral part of such programs.
Discussed in tms report Is the structure and function of the infor-
mation system, its relation to information science and computer-aided
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Include: These sources tend to contain enough substantial
material (ranging from several articles per issue to several
articles per year) to warrant regular scanning. (Note:


















Illuminating Engineering Society, Journal
Light and Lighting
*Lighting Design and Application




II. May be Useful ; This list is largely made up of social
science and architectural journals. They either contained
an occasional article on the subject matter or, contained
articles which were close to the needed subject matter.
For this reason it was felt that they should be watched
further and checked again at a later date. As the field







Council of Facility Planners, Journal
Environment/Planning and Design
Ergonomics




Journal of Social Problems
Journal of Social Psychology
Journal of Personality and Social Psychology
Landscape Architecture
Library Bulletin. Dept. of the Environment.
Great Britain.
Organizational Behavior and Human Performance
Social Problems
Sociology and Social Research
Sound, Journal devoted to the study of audiology
Transaction
Zodiac
III. Do not include ; These are publications which may contain
some useful information every six months or once a year.
They would usually be indexed in the suggested indexing
and abstracting services and thus not lost completely to
the proposed data bank.
We exclude these generally for the following reasons:
1) Solely behavior oriented and not dealing with the specific
problems or subjects of concern here (e.g., using rats or
pigeons, etc., as subjects); 2)Solely engineering in
concentration (i.e., describing how to design or build
a particular structure or system without discussion of
its effects); 3) Highly abstract discussion of design
problems (i.e., discussing color and its effects abstractly
without relating the discussion to a given physical area,






British Journal of Social and Clinical Psychology














International Journal of Environmental Studies
Journal of Applied Psychology
Journal of Applied Social Psychology
Journal of Comparative and Physiological Psychology
Journal of Experimental Social Psychology
Journal of General Psychology
Journal of Psychology





Indexing and Abstracting Services . The titles listed below have
some use. Bearing in mind the great amount of inevitable over-
lapping, the first group should cover a great deal of the field.
A list of search terms should be developed for each individual index.
I . Most Useful ;
British Technology Index
Building Science Abstracts
Council of Planning Librarian's Exchange Bibliographies
Current Contents in Engineering and Technology
Engineering Index
National Clearinghouse for Criminal Justice
Planning and Architecture. U. of Illinois Campus.
(Keep aware of their acquisitions)
RIBA Library Bulletins
II. Other Sources Covering Broad Area :
Applied Science and Technology Index
Architectural Index
Art Index
Avery Index (Good for retrospective searching)
Cumulative Index Medicus
Dictionary Catalog of HUD
Dissertation Abstracts
H.M.S.O. Catalogs




Monthly Catalog of Government Publications
Psychological Abstracts










Another search of the literature was made to check the
validity of the journal list presented in Appendix II. The
call numbers are for the University of Illinois library
holdings of the journals. An asterisk indicates those journals
which are also available at the CERL Library. Journals located
at the University of Illinois have limited circulation, but
may be taken to the office of photoduplication in the basement
of the main library for xeroxing by them. The office charges
10<: per page, however, the quality of reproduction is much
better than that available from the 5<: per page Xerox
machines located in campus libraries.
697.05 *ASHRAE Journal. Jan. - May, 1973.
AS
Engin. Feb. 1973. A new application of building analysis
procedures, pp. 45-51.
305 American Sociological Review .
AME
Educ.
006.05 Applied Ergonomics . March, 1973.
AP







The Architect . Jan. - April, 1973.
Jan. 19 73. Computer-aided architectural design,
pp. 57-59. Other issues include product analyses




Architectural Association Quarterly . 1972 issues.




Architectural Research and Teaching , vol. 2, 1971-72.
(1973 issues not yet in library)
.
Nov. 19 71. Some observations regarding man-environment
studies, pp. 4-15.
Nov. 1971. Color systems and color scaling, pp. 16-22.










Built Environment . Jan. - May, 1973.
Scattered short items which might be useful, for example,
March, 19 73 - an article on "Brick" which examines




DMG Bulletin. Feb. 19 73 - May, 19 73.
No articles, but good lead-in into other items; notes




DMG-DRS Journal (formerly DMG newsletter) . 19 73.
Jan. - Mar, 1973, vol. 7, #1. Use of statistical
methods to measure people's subjective responses to
urban spaces. pp. 1-10.
April - June, 19 73, vol. 7, #2. Perception, environmental





''Design and Environment . vol. 3, 1-4, 1972.
No articles , but good source of information on research
ongoing at other organizations.
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729.2 EDRA Proceedings .
En88
Arch. Copy available at CERL; copies on U. of Illinois
campus checked out.
*
331.8305 Ekistics , Jan. - April, 1973.
EK
CPLA Some issues missing (Feb. and March) but no material
in remaining issues. Ekistics is changing to a format
of devoting each issue to a single topic, so the journal
bears watching in any case.
*
309.2605 Environment and Behaviour . Vol. 5, #1, March, 1973.
EN
CPLA "The Spatial Character of Friendship Formation," pp. 43-65,
(excellent bibliography)
"Human Ethology - Personal Space Revisited," pp. 67-71.
"Physical, Social and Personal Determinants of the
Perception of Crowding," pp. 87-115.
301.305 Human Ecology . Mar. and Sept., 1972 (Most recent
HU issues; vol. 1, #1 and #2, new jnl.)
Biol. Vol. 1, #2, Sept. 19 72. "Privacy and Environment,"
pp. 9 3-110. Plus excellent bibliography.
612.05 Hiiman Factors . Feb. and April, 1973.
HUM
Engm. April, 1973. Results of an ergonomic investigation of
large-space offices. pp. 111-124.










621.3205 Lighting Design and Application . Jan. - June, 1973.
LD
Engin. Feb. 19 73. pp. 39-4 3. Summary of current continental
research in lighting; includes descriptions of Canter's
work. Short bibliography.
March. 1973. Lighting design and air distribution.
pp. 46-48. "... interaction between illumination levels
and lighting efficiencies for various air-handling
systems.
"
March. 1973. pp. 54-60. Technical topics section.
Includes such topics as "Visual Comfort Probabilities."
May. 19 73. pp. 19-22. Nonuniform lighting in office
spaces
.
June. 1973. Includes abstracts of papers presented at
the yearly meetings of the Illuminating Engineers
Society. Full texts will be published beginning in the
October 19 73 issue of the Journal of the lES. Topics
abstracted include:
Office landscape and open-plan lighting.
The movement of people toward lights.
Display lighting preferences.
Interim study of procedures for investigating the
effects of light on impression and behavior.
621.3205 Lighting Research and Technology .
LIG
Engin. V. 5, #1, 19 73. Individual and group differences in
discomfort glare responses. pp. 41-49.
V. 5, #2. Spaciousness in interiors, pp. 103-111.
Includes scan abstracts at back of each issue.
301.305 *Man Environment Systems . Jan. - May, 1973.
MANE
City Planning Jan. 1973. Research note on "Representative research
in social psychology." p. 41.
Research note: "Size of informal groups in public
areas." pp. 51-52.
Research note: "Environmental illumination and human
behavior: relationship between spectrum of light source
and human performance in a university setting." pp. 5 3-55.
March. 19 73. Research note: "Interpersonal spacing in
two-person cross-cultural interactions." pp. 115-117.
May. 19 73. Article: The relationship between micro-
and macrocrowding phenomena: some implications for
environmental research and design. pp. 139-149.
Research note: Contextual fittrngness of everyday











Sociometry . March, 1973.
No material.
Some journals included in the second list were scanned
for material. The assiomption that they would contain only




AIA Journal . Jan. - June, 1973.










Journal of Personality and Social Psychology . Feb. -
June, 1973. Added to the list.
June, 19 73. Boundaries around group interaction. Effect





Sociology and Social Research . Jan. 1973.
Nothing.
Several indexes and abstracts were checked. Usually the
material in the indexes and abstracts leads back to articles
in the main lists, but the material is six months to a year








Building Science Abstracts . Jan. and Feb. 19 73.









1. Reactions to Open Plan Offices- Built Environment
(October 1972), 465-467.
2. Spatial Arrangements in Freely Formed Groups. Sociometry
,
34 (no. 2, 1972), 270-279.
3. Interpersonal Speaking Distance as a Function of Age, Sex
and Relationship. Sociometry , 35 (no. 4, 1972), 491-498.
4. The Effect of Spatial and Interpersonal Variables on the
Invasion of Group Controlled Territories. Sociometry
,
35 (no. 3, 1972) , 477-489.
5. Seating Arrangement and Conversation. Sociometry
, 34
(no. 2, 1971), 281-289.
5. Living off the Ground. Architect's Journal , 150 (August 20,
1969), 459-470. (inEkistics)
7. Changes in Employee Attitudes and Work Practices in an Office
Landscape. EDRA II , 14-1-1 to 14-1-9.
8. Testing a Housing Design Reference: A Pilot Study. Architectural
Research Quarterly (1970-71).




10. Desk Heights. Applied Ergonomics , 2 (no. 3, 1971), 138-140.
11. The Effect of the Meaning of Buildings on Behaviour. Applied
Ergonomics , 1 (no. 3, 1970), 144-150.
12. Interpersonal Space in Natural Settings. Sociometry , 33
(no. 4, 1970), 444-456.
13. Individual Differences in Annoyance by Noise. Sound, 6
(1972), 56-61.




15. Ecological Aspects of Group Behavior in Social Isolation.
Journal of Applied Social Psychology , 1 (no. 1), 75-100.
15. Analytic Sampling for Design Information: A Survey of
Housing Experience. EDRA I , 183-197.
17. Behavioural Design Criteria in Student Housing. EDRA 1 ,
243-258.
18. Delineating Personal Distance and Territoriality.
Environment and Behaviour (December, 1971), 375-381.
19. A Study of Proxemic Behavior: Toward a Predictave Model.
Environment and Behavior (December, 1971), 418-437.
20. Music—An Aid to Productivity. Applied Ergonomics , 3
(no. 4), 202-205.
21. Social Ritual and Architectural Space. ART , 1 (April, 1971).
22. Natural Landscape Preference: A Predictave Model. Journal of
Leisure Research , 1 (Winter 1959). (in Ekistics)
23. Thermal Comfort: A Behavioural Approach. Architectural
Psychology Conference, Strathclyde (1959), 30-35.
24. Pupillary Response to Architectural Stimuli. Architectural
Psychology Conference, Strathclyde (1959), 35-39.
25. Visibility and Privacy. Architectural Psychology
Conference, Strathclyde (1959), 39-43.
25. The Assessment of Room-friendliness. Architectural
Psychology Conference, Strathclyde (1959), 48-55.
27. How Loud is Loud? Noise, Acoustics and Health.
Architectural and Engineering News (February, 1970), 20-22.
28. Perceptual Effects of Reticulated Detailing. Architectural
Science Review (June, 1970) , 55-74.
29. Noise and Vibration. Architectural and Engineering News
(February, 1970), 33-35.




MATERIALS USED IN INDEXING STUDY
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User Group— a "profile" of individuals for whom the relationship
has been shown applicable (e.g.. Army, volunteers, grades E-2
through E-5)
.
Constraints—additional factors influencing the activities,
facility, or environment. Such factors include management re-
quirements (check-in is required upon entering dining halls),
social influences (music choice has major racial differences)
,
physical environment (Ft. Leonard Wood is rather isolated)
,
economics (spending free time away from barracks will cost the
soldier more money than spending it in the barracks)
.
Facility--general type of facility (e.g., dining).
Area—the functional area within the facility; a "key station"
or spatial area (e.g., "sign-desk" or "latrine").
Activity--observable behavior, or identifiable behavior and
attitudes which can be described as "overt" or "covert."
Relations—two major relationships are accounted for: the re-
lationship between overt and covert activities, and the relation-
ship between "activity" and "physical characteristics." These
relationships may be represented by a correlation coefficient
or, if this data is not known, merely by a plus or minus sign
to indicate a direct or inverse relationship.
Physical Characteristics - -environmental elements which the




1. Raad article through. Do not fill anything in.
?. Fill in "key ord" columns. Try to use nouns or short phrases.
List "ords corrpsoondinc; to main concepts.
3. Construct rela;;ionshio sentences. Refer to "key '-.'ores" for
concents. Some concepts '-/ill not go t'.irough relationship
coluiTins, ?^ut fill in '-nat you can.
<• Mrite out complete sentences resulting from relationship coluiiins.
?.rticle number "Seating Arrangement and Conversation," Sociometrv
.






















^. , c. ^° and to anotherOther s
Subject
a. Affiliative tendency
b. Sensitivity to rejection
Descriptors:
1. Proxemics
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1. Read article througii. Do not fill anything in.
?. Fill in "key ord" columns. Try to use nouns or short phrases.
List -ords corresponding to main concepts.
3o Construct relaLionshio sentences. Refer to "key '/ords" for
concepts. Some concepts "/ill not go t'.irough relationship
columns, but fill in '-ftat you can.
<. Mrite out complete sentences resulting from relationship columns.
?.rticle nuxriber Visibility and Privacy. Architectural Psychology

















































































































































































































































































































































































1. Read articxe through. Do not fill anything in.
?. Fill in "key ord" columns. Try to use nouns or short phrases.
List "ords corres )onding to main concepts.
3o Construct relationshio sentences. Refer to "key '-.'ords" for
concepts. Some concepts will not go t'.irough relationship
columns, but fill in '-nat you can.
<. Mrite out complete sentences resulting from relationship columns,
?.rticle nuiiiber
Key 'ords:
Changes in Employee Attitudes and Work Practices
in an Office Landscape. EDRA II
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1. Read article through. Do not fill anything in.
^, Fill in "key ord" columns. Try to use nouns or short phrases.
List "ords corrss'^onding to main concepts.
3. Construct rela^ionshio sentences. Refer to "key '-/ords" for
concepts. Some concepts '-rill not go t.irough relationship
columns, but fill in '-nat you can.
''. . Jrite out complete sentences resulting from relationship columns.
i^rticle nux-nber
—"Tasting a Housing Design Reference: A Pilot Study,"
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2. What was your most recent project?
3. Please place a check mark by any of the following methods which




Personal file of pertinent articles
Communication with co-professionals
Abstracting and indexing services
Magazines and iournals in your field
Textbooks




4. Please check appropriate boxes. Add any titles you feel are of






































































































































































































open & closed space
















Rate your interest in the following (on a scale of one to five
with five indicating highest interest and one indicating
lowest interest) as you feel they might apply to your design
work.
1. Delineating personal distance and territoriality
2. Reactions to open plan offices
3. Testing a housing design reference: a pilot study
4. Living off the ground
5. Seating arrangement and conversation
6. Spatial arrangements in freely formed groups
7. The ecology of privacy
8. Interpersonal spacing in natural settings
9. The effect of the meaning of buildings on behavior
10. Ecological aspects of group behavior in isolation








Vocabulary control is the heart of an information system.
An indexing language must exist to bring the vocabulary of the
indexer and searcher into coincidence, thereby preventing
indexers and searchers from using dissimilar terms to express
identical subject matter. To the indexing vocabulary is
naturally linked the subject matter under consideration, its
special characteristics and organization, thus the manner in
which it should be stored and retrieved.
The subject heading in a library card catalog is an
example of a controlled vocabulary most familiar to informa-
tion seekers. The subject heading represents the first step
of the four basic phases of information retrieval:
1. word retrieval : words that will adequately describe
the information sought are identified.
2. reference retrieval : identification of references
that are pertinent to the inquiry is made.
3. document retrieval : the actual document is located.
4. data retrieval : sought information is extracted
from the documents.
To a degree, a reversal of the process just described would
characterize the task of the indexer of information for a data
base.
The compilation of a word list for an indexing vocabulary
can take the form of a thesaurus. This type of word list is
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especially useful for a data base compiled for computer
storage and access, since the links between terms can be machine-
coded, and since a thesaurus is not a static word list, but
rather one that expands and changes as the information to
which it is linked is added and taken from the data base.
The thesaurus under discussion here can be related to
the familiar Roqet ' s Thesaurus in basic concept, in that it
links words in related areas. The terms in the suggested
thesaurus, however, go beyond synonyms and antonyms, since the
entire range of relationships between terms on a given topic
can be displayed. The terms used are extracted from documents
in the area of information under consideration and arranged
alphabetically in hierarchical format.
A document on a specific topic will thus always be
linked to a uniform set of terms, even if the subject matter
is expressed in the literature or by the searcher with a
variant term. A thesaurus is instrumental in preventing
inconsistent use of subject words.
Guidelines for Thesaurus Development
Before any information system can be developed, basic
decisions must be made regarding the parameters of the
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information to be included in the system and the format of
the vocabulary used to store and retrieve the information
which comprises the data base.
Contingent with the development of a thesaurus is the
necessity for guidelines for thesaurus formation. The following
guidelines should be considered as the thesaurus for data base
control expands:
1. After a basic structure for the thesaurus has been
decided on, the thesaurus should include words taken from actual
documents to insure a direct link between the vocabulary and
the body of information that it represents.
2. The primary objective of the information system under
consideration is the linking of behavioral and architectural
terms. Attempts to develop a vocabulary that accomplishes this
goal will necessitate not only adequate vocabulary sources,
but also consultation with subject specialists. It is impera-
tive that the structure of the thesaurus avoid unacceptable
a, priori assumptions and coordination of terms.
3. The users of the potential system have not as yet
been precisely identified. A common complaint of the users of
other information systems is their inability to retrieve rele-
vant terms when conducting a literature search. This is often
due to false coordination of terms and the documents to which
they are keyed. For this reason, the thesaurus should not
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only be tested by indexers for validity and coincidence of
terms, but also by searchers. Then the vocabulary will develop
in a way that will avoid disappointing retrieval results.
Thesaurus Display
As we explored displaying the thesaurus, several different
methods were attempted (lattices, facets, etc.). The method
given below is recommended with reservations. Given the
problems of the vocabulary under consideration, this sytem of
display is helpful, yet we are aware that it is subject to
individual preferences and interpretation. As the thesaurus
display develops, it would be wise to undertake statistical
word counts, checking for frequencies of word coincidence in
given documents. Such a count will aid the compiler in having a
data backup for display decisions.
The method by which the vocabulary is listed for access
to information is essential to the manner in which the
thesaurus is organized and used. The format recommended
below has been chosen because (1) the format allows for many
facets of a single word or idea to be brought together with
ease, (2) indexers and searchers comprehend the structure
without complicated pre-instruction for its use, and (3) the
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Each term in the hierarchy above will appear elsewhere in
the vocabulary in a different arrangement, linked to different
terms. Here the perspective is from the main word CHAIRS. The
concepts linked to the word CHAIRS relate to one another via
the literature.
By the abbreviation BT (broader term) the searcher or in-
dexer learns that there exists a broader hierarchy FURNITURE
DESIGN that will give him information if he looks at that
hierarchy on other related topics such as ergonomics .
NT (narrower term) indicates that there are subconcepts which
relate to the main term. RT (related term) shows that there
are related concepts different from and often more general than
BT and NT that appear in connection with the term CHAIRS.
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RT is a useful concept in that it allows for terms to appear
in the hierarchy which might otherwise be excluded because
the term does not at first glance seem to fit logically into
the structure. UF (use for) can allow the vocabulary to
appear in the alphabetical list but not within a hierarchy.
It also allows for the consistent use of terms by indexers
and users, i.e., a term such as mobile home could appear in
the system. The searcher or indexer could begin their search
with the term trailer . They look in the list and find
TRAILER, use MOBILE HOME , and MOBILE HOME UF (use for) TRAILER.
Thus the same word MOBILE HOME is always used to express a
given concept, but there is always access to that word via
the variant term TRAILER using the UF indicator- The UF indi-
cator involves arbitrary decisions which provide for indexing
consistency.
This example demonstrates that the choices for hierarchy
formation will depend on the linkage of terms found in the
documents themselves and the placement of a word within a
hierarchy which will at times be arbitrary, i.e., is seating a
RT or BT? For this reason any hierarchical display of words




Below follows a list of considerations which must be kept
in view when adding a word to the thesaurus:
1. elimination of redundancies.
2. combination of synonyms. This step involves some
arbitrary decisions as the example of MOBILE HCMES
vs. TRAILERS has shown.
3. introduction of higher generic terms (FURNITURE
DESIGN)
.
4. breaking down of generic terms into specific
terms (CHAIRS)
.
5. determination of use of singular and plural forms
of nouns. Without consistent use of singular and
plural forms, terms can be listed within the vocabulary
during alphabetization (CHAIRS instead of CHAIR)
.
6. determination of accepted permutations and uses of
multi-word terms. Natural language order and
thesaurus order may not coincide. Preference is
usually given to natural language order: FURNITURE
DESIGN not DESIGN, FURNITURE .
This is not meant to be a complete list, but rather an indica-
tion of some factors which should be considered in thesaurus
compilation. As the vocabulary develops, a manual for thesaurus
construction, a thesaurus term control form, and a definite
selection procedure should be developed. Without a careful
consideration of language and content problems, the thesaurus
will develop in a haphazard and useless fashion and not accomplish
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